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Abstract
A large fraction of the electronic health records consists of clinical measurements collected over
time, such as blood tests, which provide important information about the health status of a patient.
These sequences of clinical measurements are naturally represented as time series, characterized
by multiple variables and the presence of missing data, which complicate analysis. In this work,
we propose a surgical site infection detection framework for patients undergoing colorectal can-
cer surgery that is completely unsupervised, hence alleviating the problem of getting access to
labelled training data. The framework is based on powerful kernels for multivariate time se-
ries that account for missing data when computing similarities. Our approach show superior
performance compared to baselines that have to resort to imputation techniques and performs
comparable to a supervised classification baseline.
Keywords: Surgical site infection, Electronic health records, Multivariate time series, Kernel
methods, Missing data, Unsupervised learning
1. Introduction
Surgical Site Infection (SSI) is one of the most common types of nosocomial infections [1],
representing up to 30% of hospital-acquired infections [2, 3]. SSI can be divided into different
types depending on the anatomical location of the infection [4]. Superficial infections can be
treated with local surgical debridement and antibiotics. On the other hand, deep infections are
more complex and require lapratomies and/or percutaneous drainage and intravenous antibiotics.
Recently, SSI risk factors such as advanced age, overweight, smoking, open surgery or dissem-
inated cancer have been reported [5]. Depending on the location of the infection, some factors
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contribute more to increase the risk of SSI. For example, longer lasting surgeries are associated
with deep SSI, whereas a high body mass index is related with superficial SSI [5, 6].
Along with increased mortality rate (3%), SSI also prolongs hospitalization up to two
weeks [7] and increases the risk of readmission [8]. This, in average, doubles the expenses
per patient and increases the chances of readmission, with further additional costs up to 27,000
USD [7, 9]. Hence, a reduction in the number of postoperative complications like SSI will be of
great benefit both for the patients and the society.
Many recent studies have focused on the analysis of SSI from blood tests, both before and
after surgery [10, 11, 12, 13]. The advantage of using blood tests for this purpose is that they
are recorded frequently with low burden for the patients and contain much information about
their actual health status. Among blood tests results, the high predictive power of C-reactive
protein (CRP) test has been evaluated and emphasized in several works. For example, authors
in [13] and [14], demonstrated the relation between different CRP cutoff values and the risk of
SSI on postoperative days 3 and 4. Others have combined the results from blood tests with other
structured and unstructured clinical data to predict SSI complications [15, 16, 17].
Since blood samples are collected over time they can naturally be represented as time series.
Such clinical time series data have some special characteristics that distinguish them from time
series from other domains. One key property is missing data, which can occur because of e.g.
lack of documentation or lack of collection [18]. Another characteristic is that the time series
usually are multivariate. For example could the patients be described by the measurements of
many different blood tests, such as e.g. hemoglobin, CRP, etc., where many of them exhibit
relationships or dependencies, which can be non-trivial (non-linear).
In order to apply a machine learning algorithm on such time series, one can work directly in
the input space using a similarity measure that accounts for dependencies in time and among
the variables [19]. An advantage is that a time consuming feature learning process, or a manual
feature design process that requires user intervention and domain expertise, can be then avoided.
On the other hand, a key problem with classical similarity measures is that most of them are
not able to cope with missing data in clinical time series data without applying a preprocessing
step such as imputation in order to obtain complete data [20]. However, important information
about the clinical condition of the patient and the decisions of the caregiver may disappear in
such a preprocessing step since the information that some data are missing is lost, and replaced
by biased estimates.
In addition to the problem of analyzing multivariate time series (MTS) containing missing
data, another key challenge associated with data originating from electronic health records
(EHRs) is that getting access to labelled data for training the machine learning models is dif-
ficult. It is well known that manual annotation of labels, especially in the healthcare domain, is
a cumbersome process that could be both time consuming and expensive [21], since clinical ex-
pertise is needed to create the training sets. Indeed, the workload for the clinicians is tremendous
already, and with an aging and more diseased population we cannot expect these tasks to be pri-
oritized in the future. To overcome this annotation problem, recently there have been proposed
several different methods within the framework of semi-supervised learning [22], of which the
so-called anchor learning is an example [21, 23].
In this work, we propose a disease classification framework for time series originating from
EHR data such as e.g. blood tests. We address the key challenges described above by taking
an unsupervised approach where we utilize powerful kernels for MTS containing missing data.
These kernels have emerged due to recent advances in time series analysis as new family of
methods that can cope with incomplete and multivariate data. Prominent examples include the
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Figure 1: Overview of the unsupervised kernel approach for predicting postoperative SSI from MTS blood samples.
learned pattern similarity (LPS) [24] and the time series cluster kernel (TCK) [19]. These meth-
ods are able to handle missing data without having to resort to imputation methods. Another
important property of the LPS and TCK kernels is that they can be trained in an unsupervised
way and do not require tuning of critical hyperparameters. We take advantage of their robustness
by using the kernels as input to an unsupervised spectral clustering framework for identifying
patients with SSI. By doing so, the entire framework is grounded within the theoretically well un-
derstood kernel methods. Moreover, spectral clustering is considered a state-of-the-art clustering
algorithm and has been successfully utilized in many applications [25, 26, 27].
The proposed methodology consists of two steps, namely to first compute the kernel and then
apply spectral clustering (see Fig. 1). We use the proposed framework to identify patients under-
going colorectal cancer surgery with SSI based on only blood samples, and illustrate its power
by comparing to a similar framework where we use kernels that have to resort to imputation
techniques. In addition, we compare to a supervised baseline for detecting SSI.
The rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes materials and methods. Results are
presented in Section 3. In Section 4 we provide a discussion, whereas a conclusion is drawn in
the last section.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Data description
Ethics approval for the present study was obtained from the Data Inspectorate and the Ethics
Committee at the University Hospital of North Norway (UNN) [28, 29]. The dataset we consider
consists of 7741 patients that underwent a gastrointestinal surgical procedure at UNN in the years
2004–2012. The SSI persistent in-hospital morbidity is particularly associated with colorectal
cancer surgery [5, 6, 30] and therefore patients that did not undergo this type of surgery were
excluded, reducing the size of the cohort to 1137 patients.
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The International Classification of Diseases (ICD10) or NOMESCO Classification of Surgical
Procedures (NCSP) codes related to severe postoperative complications, both superficial and
deep infections, were considered to extract a cohort. For the purpose of this work and similarly
to earlier studies [31, 32, 33, 34, 11, 17], we do not distinguish between deep and superficial SSI.
In collaboration with the clinician (author A. R.), a set of 11 different types of blood tests
were defined as clinically relevant and extracted for all patients from their EHRs, namely,
hemoglobine, leukocytes, CRP, potassium, sodium, creatininium, thrombocytes, albumin, car-
bamide, glucose and amylase. The blood tests can be considered as continuous variables over
time and hence represented as MTS. For the purpose of the current analysis, we discretize time
and let each time interval be one day. However, all 11 blood tests are not available every day for
each patient, meaning that the dataset contains missing data. We focus on classification of SSI
within 20 days after surgery and therefore define the postoperative window as the period from
postoperative day 1 until day 20. Patients with less than two measurements during the postoper-
ative window are removed from the cohort, which leads to a dataset with 232 infected patients
(cases) and 651 non-infected ones (control).
2.2. Strategies for dealing with missing data
Since EHR data might be missing for several different reasons, in many cases the missingness
mechanism cannot be described exclusively as either missing completely at random (MCAR),
missing at random (MAR) or missing not at random (MNAR), but rather as a combination of all
these three traditional schemes [18, 16]. Indeed, one reason for missing data is lack of documen-
tation, which occurs for example when a clinician orders a blood test but the test for some reason
is not performed, or it is performed but not documented because of an error by the physician
that performs the test or the data is lost during extraction. Such type of missing data is usually
MCAR or MAR. However, missingness can also be caused by lack of collection. This happens,
for example, when the clinician that is treating the patient thinks the health condition of the pa-
tients is so good that there is no reason to order a blood test on that particular day. In this case,
data are MNAR.
Most machine learning methods, and in particular discriminative learning algorithms, work
only with complete datasets [35]. However, in a clinical setting, creating a complete dataset by
simply discarding patients with missing data may lead to incorrect assessments or prognostics,
since the fraction of missing data is typically large [29]. Hence, one could end up discarding a lot
of information and get a weak model. Moreover, complete case analysis as a result of discarding
data only give unbiased predictions if the missingness mechanism is MCAR [36, 37].
As an alternative, a preprocessing step involving imputation of missing values with some
estimated value is common. For example one could fill the missing values for each variable
of interest with the mean or median value of the observed samples. A simple, but sometimes
efficient approach, is to impute all missing values with zeros. Other so-called single imputation
methods include machine learning based methods such as multilayer perceptrons, self-organizing
maps, k-nearest neighbors, recurrent neural networks and regression-based imputation [38, 39].
The strategies for handling missing data discussed so far are general and can be applied to both
vectorial and time series data. On the other hand, methods that only apply to time series data
include to impute missing values using smoothing and interpolation techniques such as the well-
known last observation carried forward (LOCF) scheme that imputes the last non-missing value
for the following missing values. Further approaches for MTS are linear interpolation, moving
average and Kalman smoothing, to name a few [40]. The list of possible imputation methods for
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MTS data is almost endless and a comprehensive overview of all these is beyond the scope of
this paper. For a more detailed overview, we refer the interested reader to [38, 41, 42].
A drawback common to all imputation methods discussed above is that the information about
which values are actually missing is lost. Moreover, imputation typically also introduces addi-
tional bias into the data due to strong assumptions made by the imputation method. For example
mean imputation often leads to biased (shorter) estimates of the distances between data points
than what they actually are [16]. To resolve the bias problem it has been suggested to correct for
the bias by introducing binary indicator variables to account for the missingness pattern [16]. An
additional problem with single imputation is that the uncertainty associated with the missing val-
ues is ignored since they are replaced with “certain” estimates, which in turn may lead to smaller
estimated standard errors than the true standard errors. Multiple imputation [43] resolves this
problem by estimating the missing values multiple times and thereby creating multiple complete
datasets. Thereafter for example a classifier is applied to all datasets and the results are combined
to obtain the final predictions. However, applying multiple imputation to MTS in a clustering
setting is a non-trivial task that involves several challenges [44].
Despite that multiple imputation and other imputation methods can give satisfying results in
some scenarios, these are ad-hoc solutions that lead to a multi-step procedure where the missing
data are handled separately and independently from the rest of the analysis [18]. This is not
an optimal solution, and therefore several research efforts have been devoted over the last years
to process incomplete temporal data without relying on imputation [45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50]. In
this regard, powerful kernel methods have been recently proposed, of which the TCK and LPS
are prominent examples. Even though there are many similarities between these two kernels,
the way missing data are dealt with is very different. In LPS the missing data handling abilities
of decision trees are exploited. Along with ensemble methods, fuzzy approaches and support
vector solutions, decision trees can be categorized as machine learning approaches for handling
missing data [38]. Common to these approaches is that the missing data are handled naturally
by the machine learning algorithm. One can also argue that the way missing data are dealt with
in the TCK belongs to this category, since an ensemble approach is exploited. However, it can
also be categorized as a likelihood-based approach since the underlying models in the ensemble
are Gaussian mixture models. In the likelihood-based approaches the full, incomplete dataset
is analyzed using maximum likelihood (or maximum a posteriori, equivalently), typically in
combination with the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [51, 35].
The main advantage of these methods, compared to imputation methods, is that the missing
data are handled automatically and no additional tasks are left to the user. For example in multiple
imputation, a careful selection of the imputation model and other variables is needed to do the
imputation [51], which in particular in an unsupervised setting can turn out to be problematic.
Moreover, similarly to multiple imputation, unbiased predictions are guaranteed if data are MAR.
A more detailed description of the TCK and LPS kernels is provided in the next subsection,
along with a description of the other kernels for MTS used in this work.
2.3. Multivariate time series kernels
Kernel methods have been of great importance in machine learning for several decades and
have applications in many different fields [52, 53, 54, 15]. Within the context of time series, a
kernel is a similarity measure that also is positive semi-definite [55]. Once defined, such sim-
ilarities between pairs of time series may be utilized in a wide range of applications, such as
classification or clustering, benefiting from the vast body of work in the field of kernel methods.
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Linear kernel. The simplest of all kernel functions is the linear kernel, which for two data points
represented as vectors, x and y, is given by the inner product 〈x, y〉, possibly plus a constant c.
One can also apply a linear kernel to pairs of MTS once they are unfolded into vectors. However,
by doing so the information that they are MTS and there might be inherent dependencies in time
and between attributes, is then lost. Nevertheless, in some cases such a kernel can be efficient,
especially if the MTS are short [56]. If the MTS contain missing data, the linear kernel requires
a preprocessing step involving e.g. imputation.
Global alignment kernel. The most widely used time series similarity measure is dynamic time
warping (DTW) [57], where the similarity is quantified as the alignment cost between the MTS.
More specifically, in DTW the time dimension of one or both of the time series is warped to
achieve a better alignment. Despite the success of DTW in many applications, similar to many
other similarity measures, it is non-metric and therefore cannot non-trivially be used to design
a positive semi-definite kernel [58]. Hence, it is not suited for kernel methods in its original
formulation. Because of its popularity there have been attempts to design kernels exploiting the
DTW. For example Cuturi et al. designed a DTW-based kernel using global alignments [59].
An efficient version of the global alignment kernel (GAK) is provided in [60]. The latter has
two hyperparameters, namely the kernel bandwidth and the triangular parameter. These are
usually set using some heuristics. GAK does not naturally deal with missing data and incomplete
datasets, and therefore also requires a preprocessing step involving imputation.
Time series cluster kernel. The TCK is based on an ensemble learning approach [61] wherein
the robustness to hyperparameters is ensured by joining the clustering results of many Gaussian
mixture models (GMM) to form the final kernel. Hence, no critical hyperparameters have to be
tuned by the user, and the TCK can be learned in an unsupervised manner. To ensure robustness
to sparsely sampled data, the GMMs that are the base models in the ensemble, are extended using
informative prior distributions such that the missing data is explicitly dealt with.
More specifically, the TCK matrix is built by fitting GMMs to the set of MTS for a range of
number of mixture components. The idea is that by generating partitions at different resolutions,
one can capture both the local and global structure of the data. Moreover, to capture diversity in
the data, randomness is injected by for each resolution (number of components) estimating the
mixture parameters for a range of random initializations and randomly chosen hyperparameters.
In addition, each GMM sees a random subset of attributes and segments in the MTS. The poste-
rior distributions for each mixture component are then used to build the TCK matrix by taking the
inner product between all pairs of posterior distributions. Finally, given an ensemble of GMMs,
the TCK is created in an additive way by using the fact that the sum of kernels is also a kernel. In
this work, we have modified the kernel slightly from the way it was originally proposed in [19]
by normalizing the vectors of posteriors to have unit length in the l2-norm. This provides an
additional regularization that may increase the generalization capability of the learned model. A
more detailed description of the method is provided in Appendix A.
Learned pattern similarity. LPS is a similarity measure that satisfies the requirements of a ker-
nel, as shown in [19], which can naturally deal with MTS. Similar to the TCK, the LPS is also
based on extracting random segments. Additionally, the LPS is similar to the TCK in the sense
that one in an unsupervised way can learn a similarity between time series that is robust to hyper-
parameter choices and can deal with missing data using the missing data handling properties of
tree-based learning. It generalizes the well-known autoregressive models [62] to local autopat-
terns using multiple lag values for autocorrelation. These autopatterns are supposed to capture
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the local dependency structure in the time series and are learned using a tree-based learning
strategy.
More specifically, a time series is represented as a matrix of segments. Randomness is injected
to the learning process by randomly choosing time segment (column in the matrix) and lag p for
each tree in the random forest. A bag-of-words type compressed representation is created from
the output of the leaf-nodes for each tree. The final time series representation is created by
concatenating the representation obtained from the individual trees, which in turn are used to
compute the similarity using a histogram intersection kernel [63].
Given two MTS X(n) and X(m), a formal expression for the LPS-kernel is
K(X(n), X(m)) =
1
RJ
RJ∑
k=1
min(hnk , h
m
k ), (1)
where hnk is the kth entry of the concatenated bag-of-words representation H(X
(n)). More pre-
cisely, H(X(n)) is a concatenation of R-dimensional frequency vectors of instances in the terminal
nodes from all J trees.
2.4. Model development
The kernels that we described in the previous section are used to compute a kernel matrix on
a training set, which is created by randomly selecting 80 percent of the dataset. The remain-
ing 20 percent is used as test set. The LPS and TCK kernels are computed on the incomplete
dataset containing missing data, whereas the GAK and linear kernel cannot work on incomplete
datasets, and we therefore compute these on 6 different complete datasets obtained using mean
imputation, LOCF imputation, 0-imputation, and replicates of these corrected for bias. In the
bias corrected (BC) datasets we double the number of attributes in each MTS by stacking a bi-
nary MTS, representing imputed elements, to the imputed MTS. When using imputation of the
mean, we calculate the mean for each attribute in the MTS, across all time intervals in the post-
operative window and all patients in the training set. If an element is missing in the first time
interval, we replace it with the mean when we do LOCF imputation.
After having computed the different kernels, we take an unsupervised approach to classifying
the patients with SSI using the spectrum of the kernel matrices. We employ a variant of spectral
clustering consisting of two steps, namely kPCA followed by k-means. In the first step, kPCA
with the learned MTS kernel is used to compute a low dimensional representation of the MTS.
Thereafter we cluster the learned representations using k-means. We assume that the number of
clusters is known and set it to 2. Out-of-sample data are assigned to clusters according to the
cluster labels of the k-nearest neighbors (kNN) in the training set. The processing pipeline we
have described here is also illustrated in Fig. 1.
2.5. Model evaluation
The different models are evaluated both on the training and test set. Because of the imbalanced
classes we decide to use F1-score [64] instead of accuracy as performance measure. F1-score is
a function of two metrics, namely precision and recall. These two metrics are also commonly
referred to as positive predictive value and sensitivity, respectively. Precision is the fraction
of true positives (have infection) among all those that are classified (clustered) as positive cases,
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Figure 2: Mean F1-score over 10 runs on training (left) and test set (right) and standard errors obtained using four
different MTS kernels, followed by kPCA and k-means. Out-of-sample data is clustered using a kNN classifier. The
green line represents a linear kernel, yellow the global alignment kernel, red the learned pattern similarity kernel and
blue the time series cluster kernel.
whereas recall is the fraction of positive cases in the gold standard classified as positive. F1-score
can be expressed in terms of these two metrics as follows:
F1 =
recall × precision
recall + precision
(2)
In order to adapt this to an unsupervised regime, we define clustering F1-score similarly to
how clustering accuracy is defined. i.e. we use the permutation of the labels provided by the
clustering algorithm that gives the highest score. In the following, we refer to both clustering
F1-score and classification F1-score simply as F1-score.
The procedure described in the previous section is repeated 10 times such that we can compute
both mean and standard errors for the F1-score, i.e. we randomly select 10 different training and
test sets (80 and 20 percent, respectively), and repeat the same process on all of them. In addition,
in order to study how stable and robust the different methods are to varying length of the MTS,
we vary the size of the postoperative window from 7 to 20 days.
3. Results
The TCK and LPS are run using default hyperparameters [65, 24], with the exception for the
LPS that we increase the minimal segment length from 5% to 15% percent of the length of the
MTS to account for the short time series. In accordance with [66], for GAK we set the bandwidth
σ to two times the median distance of all MTS in the training set scaled by the square root of the
median length of all MTS, and the triangular parameter [66] to 0.2 times the median length of all
MTS. Distances are measured using the canonical metric induced by the Frobenius norm. In the
linear kernel we set the constant c to 0.
Fig. 2 shows mean F1-score over 10 runs on the training (left) and test set (right), and standard
errors, obtained using LPS and TCK kernels, followed by kPCA to 10 dimensions and k-means,
where test data are clustered using a kNN classifier with k = 5 and the cluster assignments as
labels. Initial experiments showed that the clustering results are stable to varying values of these
hyperparameters. For easier comparison, in the same figure we have also added results obtained
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Figure 3: Mean F1-score over 10 runs on training (left) and test set (right) obtained using the linear kernel and GAK
with six different imputation methods, followed by kPCA and k-means. Out-of-sample data is clustered using a kNN
classifier. Standard errors are not shown for increased readability.
with the GAK and linear kernel on the imputed dataset that gives the highest F1-score, namely
0-imputation, whereas the results for all 6 complete datasets are shown in Fig. 3.
We observe that the two kernels, TCK and LPS, that can explicitly deal with the missing data,
give very similar results both on the training and test set. When the postoperative window is 7
days the two methods yield an F1-score of approximately 0.63, then the performance increases
almost linearly from day 7 to 15 where it stabilizes around a F1-score of 0.80. Further, it can be
seen that TCK, LPS and GAK perform worse than the linear kernel when the postoperative win-
dow is short (< 10 days). However, as the size of the postoperative window increases, the relative
performance of the TCK and LPS with respect to both GAK and the linear kernel improve. Even
if the differences between LPS and TCK are small, it can be seen that the latter yields slightly
better performance (in average) for all sizes of the postoperative window both in training and
test. Moreover, the standard errors with the TCK are smaller, in particular in training when the
postoperative window is short. This is particularly important in unsupervised frameworks like
the one we are proposing.
For the two kernels that work on the imputed data, we observe that GAK (0 and 0+BC) and
Linear (0, 0+BC, LOCF+BC) perform quite similarly, and these are the five imputed data meth-
ods that give the best performance. A common pattern for these five methods, and especially for
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Figure 4: Plot the kPCA representation corresponding to the two largest eigenvalues obtained using four different kernels
on the training set with postoperative window size equal to 20. The patients are color coded according to their labels
(infected with SSI or not).
GAK (0 and 0+BC), is that the F1-score increases when the postoperative window is increased
from 7 to around 11 days (at least on the training set), but then the F1-score slowly starts decrease
after that. The performance of the seven other imputation methods is considerably worse.
To further investigate the differences between LPS and TCK, beside F1-score, in Fig. 4(a)
and Fig. 4(b) we show the kPCA representation corresponding to the two largest eigenvalues
obtained using these two kernels on the training set with postoperative window size equal to 20.
Interestingly the representations created by the LPS and TCK are very different. The LPS has
a clearer manifold structure, whereas the TCK is more spread out in the plane. Even though
it is difficult to argue that one of these two representations is superior to the other, the TCK at
least more clearly reflects that the cohort of patients is very diverse and complex because of large
individual differences. To better understand the performance of the GAK and linear kernel we
also plot the 2D kPCA representation obtained on 0-imputed data in Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 4(d). We
note that these are heavily influenced by outliers. Apart from the outliers, the other datapoints
become very compact and close to each other, and it is therefore not strange that the clustering
algorithm does not identify the groups correctly.
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Figure 5: Mean F1-score over 10 runs on training (left) and test set (right) obtained using the static, manually extracted
features in combination with a linear kernel and six different imputation methods, followed by kPCA and k-means.
Out-of-sample data is clustered using a kNN classifier. Standard errors are not shown for increased readability.
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Figure 6: Mean F1-score over 10 runs on training (left) and test set (right) and standard errors obtained using the TCK
and LPS kernels, followed by kPCA to 10 dimensions and a kNN-classifier with with k = 5. The dashed lines represent
the mean clustering F1-score (from Figure 2).
As a baseline to compare the performance of our method, we follow the idea proposed by [16]
and compute higher level non-temporal features from the longitudinal data. Specifically, in ad-
dition to the average value of each of the blood tests, we compute two extreme values (the maxi-
mum and minimum) over the postoperative window. In this setting we consider a missing value
as a specific blood test that is missing entirely during the postoperative window. This baseline
cannot naturally deal with missing data and therefore we use the same six missing data impu-
tation strategies as described for the temporal features. We apply a linear kernel to the manual
features and then we follow the same scheme as in the temporal case. Fig. 5 shows mean F1-
score over 10 runs on training (left) and test set (right) and standard errors obtained using this
baseline on the six imputed datasets. Similarly to the results obtained with the linear kernel and
GAK on the temporal data, the results obtained with this baseline heavily depend on the type
of imputation method, and are also very fluctuating as function of length of the postoperative
window.
In addition to comparing different kernels and methods for dealing with missing data, to see
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how well the unsupervised classification part works, we also benchmark the proposed unsuper-
vised framework against a supervised baseline where the two first steps are the same, namely
to compute the kernel and thereafter do kPCA. However, on the 10 dimensional kPCA repre-
sentation we employ a kNN classifier with k = 5 using the true labels. Figure 6 shows mean
classification F1-score and standard errors over the same 10 randomly drawn training (left) and
test sets (right). Also with this baseline the performance of the TCK and LPS kernel is very
similar. Moreover, in general, the supervised baseline performs better on the training set than the
unsupervised method. This is expected. However, on the test set, the F1-scores obtained using
the supervised baseline is almost identical to the proposed method for all sizes of the postop-
erative window. This implies that labelling is not a required task for identifying patients with
surgical site infection from blood samples.
4. Discussion
In this work, we have proposed a framework for SSI identification based on secondary use
of EHR data. Our first objective was to alleviate the problem of getting access to labelled EHR
data. The results presented in the previous section clearly show that the proposed framework can
detect accurately SSI, without relying on supervised training. In fact, the supervised baseline did
not improve the performance compared to the proposed method. The second objective has been
to deal with missing data effectively. We tackled this problem by introducing robust time series
kernels as a main component in our framework and in the following we discuss our findings.
For the two kernels that work on the imputed data, GAK and linear, the choice of imputation
method heavily affects the performance more than the choice of kernel itself. Both the linear
kernel and GAK give very bad results especially with mean imputation, but also with LOCF
imputation. In those cases, the mean F1-score is far from smooth over time. On the other hand,
0-imputation gives good results compared to the other imputation methods for both kernels.
This can be surprising, since 0-imputation introduces a strong bias because blood test values are
positive and therefore the value 0 is very rarely a good estimate. However, a possible explanation
might be that 0-imputation provides some auto-correction for the bias, since the 0s now describe
the missingness pattern. This result is in accordance with what Hu et al. found in [16] when
taking a manual feature design approach to the problem.
Regarding bias correction, it is maybe not so surprising that it does not lead to improved per-
formance on the 0-imputed dataset for any of the two kernels, since 0-imputation in itself seems
to have the same effect (ref. previous paragraph). On the other hand, since the performance
obtained using the linear kernel combined with mean or LOCF imputation is substantially im-
proved, whereas nothing happens for the GAK kernel, it is difficult to draw conclusions about
the effect of bias correction.
We also note that the best imputed data methods all share the same pattern; the performance
peaks around postoperative window size 11. The natural behaviour should be that the F1-score
should increase as more information is added when the length of the postoperative window is
increased. However, when the opposite happens, this indicates that all these imputation methods
introduce a bias into the data that affects the performance. Hence, due to the high variance in the
performance across different imputation methods and length of postoperative window, and since
is difficult to do model selection in the unsupervised setting of our framework, we conclude that
the linear kernel and GAK are not suitable for the task under analysis.
Not surprisingly, the time series kernels, TCK, LPS and GAK perform worse than the linear
kernel when the postoperative window is short (< 10 days). When the MTS are shorter than 10
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days the time dependency and time structure is probably not clear enough to be fully utilized
by the specialized time series kernels. However, as the size of the postoperative window in-
creases, the F1-score obtained using LPS and TCK increase smoothly, before it stabilizes around
a F1-score of 0.80 when the length is around 14-15 days, considerably higher than the F1-score
obtained using the GAK and linear kernel. This behaviour verifies the robustness of these two
kernels with respect to varying length of postoperative window and missingness patterns.
We note that for the TCK and LPS kernels an underlying assumption is that values are MAR,
whereas the missingness for EHR-data could be partly due to MNAR. However, it has been
demonstrated by several authors that a slightly wrong assumption of MAR in many realistic
scenarios do not have a big impact in terms of biased predictions [67, 51, 16]. In our case we
do not know by how much the assumption of MAR is broken. However, experiments in [19]
demonstrated these kernels’ (and in particular TCK’s) robustness to large fractions of missing
data – also in the case of MNAR data, whereas the imputation methods suffered in cases with
much missing data. Even though, the data considered in this paper is completely different, it is
interesting to observe a similar behaviour here.
4.1. Limitations and further work
Although the results obtained in this paper are promising just based on blood results, previous
studies [29] have shown that the combination of heterogeneous data sources (e.g. free text,
drugs, ICD-9 or vital signs) from the EHR might provide better performance. Including more
data, however, comes at the cost of a more complicated and computationally demanding analysis.
In addition, we did not differentiate between deep and superficial SSI in this work. These issues
are subject to further work. Moreover, in this work, we focused on identifying patients with
SSI based on postoperative data. In further work we would like to do prediction of SSI based
on preoperative data and investigate if we can predict that the patient gets SSI before he or
she is diagnosed with the complication, which is a framework that would be very valuable to
operationalize in the clinic. The framework used in this work is general, and not restricted to SSI,
it will therefore be interesting to also see how well it works on detecting other complications or
diseases.
We could have benchmarked the proposed method against other kernels as well, but chose
to not do that for the clarity of the presentation, and because the results obtained using GAK
and the linear kernel indicate that results are more dependent on the imputation method than
the type of kernel. We also tried with different clustering algorithms in the last step such as
hierarchical clustering and kNN mode seeking ensemble clustering [68], but initial experiments
did not improve performance, and we have therefore, for the conciseness of the presentation, not
included them.
5. Conclusions
Hospital acquired infections in general, and surgical site infection in particular, are major
problems at modern hospitals nowadays. To be able to reduce this problem, accurate prediction
of SSI is of utmost importance. In this study, we showed that analyzing EHR data as MTS within
a kernel framework can be very powerful in that respect. In particular, the LPS and TCK kernels
that explicitly can deal with the missing data, turn out to be more robust and work better than
those kernels that require the incomplete data to be pre-processed using some imputation method.
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Moreover, because of the two kernels’ robustness to hyperparameters, we showed that we can
completely unsupervised identify patients with SSI and perform similarly to a supervised base-
line, hence alleviating the problem of a time consuming and expensive manual label annotation
process, often unfeasible for large datasets. Worth mentioning in that respect, is that in this pa-
per we have also illustrated the power of using only blood tests as the data source, hence also
reducing the burden for the patients and data engineers.
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Appendix A. TCK
Notation
The following notation is used. A multivariate time series (MTS) X is defined as a (finite)
sequence of univariate time series (UTS), X = {xv ∈ RT | v = 1, 2, . . . ,V}, where each attribute,
xv, is a UTS of length T . The number of UTS, V , is the dimension of X. The length T of the
UTS xv is also the length of the MTS X. Hence, a V–dimensional MTS, X, of length T can be
represented as a matrix in RV×T . Given a dataset of N MTS, we denote X(n) the n-th MTS. An
incompletely observed MTS is described by the pair (X(n),R(n)), where R(n) is a binary MTS with
entry r(n)v (t) = 0 if the realization x
(n)
v (t) is missing and r
(n)
v (t) = 1 if it is observed.
DiagGMM
To build the TCK kernel matrix, we first fit different diagonal covariance GMM (DiagGMM)
to the MTS dataset. In the DiagGMM one assumes time-dependent means, expressed by µg =
{µgv ∈ RT | v = 1, ...,V}, where µgv is a UTS, and a time-constant covariance matrix is Σg =
diag{σ2g1, ..., σ2gV }, being σ2gv the variance of attribute v. Moreover, the data is assumed to be
missing at random (MAR), i.e. the missing elements are only dependent on the observed values.
Under these assumptions, missing data can be analytically integrated away, such that imputation
is not needed [36], and the pdf for the incompletely observed MTS (X,R) is given by
p(X | R, Θ) =
G∑
g=1
θg
V∏
v=1
T∏
t=1
N(xv(t) | µgv(t), σgv)rv(t) (A.1)
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Algorithm 1 TCK kernel. Training phase.
Require: Training set of MTS {X(n)}Nn=1 , Q initializations, C maximal number of mixture components.
1: Initialize kernel matrix K = 0N×N .
2: for q ∈ Q do
3: Compute posteriors Π(n)(q) ≡ (pi(n)1 , . . . , pi(n)q2 )T , by applying maximum a posteriori expectation max-
imization [19] to the DiagGMM with q2 clusters and by randomly selecting,
i. hyperparameters Ω(q),
ii. a time segment T (q) of length Tmin ≤ |T (q)| ≤ Tmax ,
iii. attributesV(q), with cardinality Vmin ≤ |V(q)| ≤ Vmax,
iv. a subset of MTS, η(q), with Nmin ≤ |η(q)| ≤ N,
v. initialization of the mixture parameters Θ(q).
4: Update kernel matrix, Knm = Knm +
Π(n)(q)T Π(m)(q)
‖Π(n)(q)‖‖Π(m)(q)‖ .
Ensure: K TCK matrix, time segments T (q), subsets of attributesV(q), subsets of MTS η(q), parameters
Θ(q) and posteriors Π(n)(q).
The conditional probability of Z given X, can be found using Bayes’ theorem,
pig ≡ P(Zg = 1 | X, R, Θ) =
θg
∏V
v=1
∏T
t=1N
(
xv(t) | µgv(t), σgv
)rv(t)
∑G
g=1 θg
∏V
v=1
∏T
t=1N
(
xv(t) | µgv(t), σgv
)rv(t) . (A.2)
The parameters of the DiagGMM are learned using a maximum a posteriori expectation maxi-
mization algorithm, as described in [19].
Ensemble strategy
To ensure diversity, each GMM model uses a number of components from the interval [2,C],
where C is the maximal number of mixture components. For each number of components, we
apply Q different random initial conditions and hyperparameters. We let Q = {q = (q1, q2) | q1 =
1, . . .Q, q2 = 2, . . . ,C} be the index set keeping track of initial conditions and hyperparameters
(q1), and the number of components (q2). Moreover, each model is trained on a random subset
of MTS, accounting only a random subset of variables V, with cardinality |V| ≤ V , over a
randomly chosen time segment T , |T | ≤ T . The inner products of the posterior distributions
from each mixture component are then added up to build the TCK kernel matrix, according to
the ensemble strategy [69]. Algorithm 1 describes the details of the method.
Method details
Algorithm 1 describes the details of the method. Q = {q = (q1, q2)|q1 = 1, . . .Q, q2 = 2, . . . ,C}
is the index set keeping track of initial conditions and hyperparameters (q1), and the number of
components (q2).
In order to be able to compute similarities with MTS not available at the training phase, one
needs to store the time segments T (q), subsets of attributes V(q), DiagGMM parameters Θ(q)
and posteriors Π(n)(q). Then, the TCK for such out-of-sample MTS is evaluated according to
Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 TCK kernel. Test phase.
Require: Test set
{
X∗(m)
}M
m=1, time segments T (q), attributes V(q), subsets of MTS η(q), parameters Θ(q)
and posteriors Π(n)(q).
1: Initialize kernel matrix K∗ = 0N×M .
2: for q ∈ Q do
3: Compute posteriors Π∗(m)(q), m = 1, . . . ,M using the mixture parameters Θ(q).
4: Update kernel matrix, K∗nm = K
∗
nm +
Π(n)(q)T Π∗(m)(q)
‖Π(n)(q)‖‖Π∗(m)(q)‖ .
Ensure: K∗ TCK test kernel matrix.
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